
Parker After Parker   

 

Mystery fans may be surprised to see a new Robert B. Parker story, Killing the 

Blues: A Jess Stone Novel on the shelves.  Parker, whose tongue-in-cheek crime stories 

earned a devoted following, passed away in January, 2010. Parker is best known his fast-

talking P.I. Spenser, but Stone, the Paradise MA cop with a heart of gold and a drinking 

problem, had also developed a following.  In 2010, a final completed Jess Stone story 

(Split Image) had gone to press. Was there another in the works?  Not exactly. Looking 

carefully at the cover, one will notice that the author name reads Robert B. Parker’s 

Killing the Blues   The actual author, Michael Brandman, appears in smaller print at the 

bottom of the cover, beneath the title, character name, and of course, the Parker franchise.  

   So who is Michael Brandman and what is he doing writing a Jesse Stone story?   

Brandman is perhaps best known as a Hollywood producer and screenwriter behind the 

made-for-TV Jesse Stone movies which starred Tom Selleck. He was chosen by the 

Parker estate to continue the series (Ace Adkins was contracted to write Spenser stories). 

In a press release from the publisher, Joan Parker noted that “Michael Brandman 

knows Jesse perhaps better than anyone other than Bob.”   Ivan Held of Putnam’s 

enthused that Brandman had “truly captured the voice that gave so many readers great 

pleasure.”  

Perhaps.  Parker loyalists who watched the TV Stones will have observed that 

these were not pitch perfect renderings of Parker’s tales. Some of this is to be expected. 

New plot elements were introduced or flown in from other stores of the sake of “drama.”  

Character identities were changed to be more “inclusive.”  Stone’s image is softened for 

the Hallmark audience (looses some girlfriends, gets a dog).   And the dialog bounces 

between Parker’s staccato repartee and the screenplays more sensitive musings.  Not to 

say the films can’t be enjoyed on their own merits, just that they are a somewhat different 

experience than reading the originals.   

Judging from the reviews, Brandman did about as well as expected, no more. He 

contrived a plot with some promise, concerning a murderous car-theft ring that sets up 

shop in Paradise.  To keep the pot boiling, he added two sub-plots. One concerns bullying 

at the local high school. The other involves a psychopath from Jesse’s past who appears 

in Paradise.  But it is the telling of the tale, not the outline that makes the story and here, 

Brandman stumbles. Reviewer Bruce DeSilva notes that” the prose, which was always 

the greatest appeal of Parker's work, doesn't measure up.”   Brandman “tries to mimic 

[Parker’s] ironic patter” but while the latters's “short sentences that jitterbugged across 

the page,” Brandman's “plod along with the monotony of a metronome.”  Worse, 

Brandman occasionally “loses the style altogether.”   Thus, this explanation for Stone’s 

purchase of an isolated cottage:  "he began to yearn for something more suited to his 

personality and his desire for privacy." Notes DeSilva, “Parker would have just told us 

that Stone wanted to be left alone.” 

 It is never easy to copy a master. The continuer must adopt familiar characters to 

new circumstances while respecting their way of being. Parker himself found that out 

when he attempted to complete an unfinished novel by his idol and mentor in crime 

fiction, Raymond Chandler. Reviews for Poodle Springs, and Parker’s sequel, Perchance 

to Dream were mixed, but the stories were redeemed by Parker’s heartfelt homage to his 

hero. Brandman, on the other hand, gives the appearance of being merely a gun for hire.         


